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About This Game

Open your mind and discover your power as you explore the world of Spectromancer! A turn-based online fantasy card game,
co-designed by Magic: The Gathering's Richard Garfield and Alexey Stankevich, creator of Astral Tournament and Astral

Masters, Spectromancer allows players to participate in a magical duel against other mages by strategically summoning creatures
and casting spells.

Play as one of six powerful types of wizards and take on the corrupt council of magic and its innumerable minions. Each mage
uses five magical elements during a duel - Fire, Water, Air, Earth and a fifth related to the specific mage type. Using one of six
mage types in the game, Clerics, Mechanicians, Necromancers, Chaosmasters, Dominators and Illusionists, players duel against

the computer or against other online players live. By adding new spells and new allies to your side, players will open new
strategic options to master.

Spectromancer provides a varied pallet of foes and environments that force players to watch every turn of a card. Each player
takes on a journey of discovery reflected in the tricks they master as a player, with the challenges increasing in multi-player,

Spectromancer pits players against hundreds of challenges of amazing tactical depth.

Co-designed by Richard Garfield, the creator of Magic: The Gathering

A turn-based strategy game with an elegant interface and great depth

Wide variety of spells and mages gives nearly endless replay value

Multiple levels of difficulty to provide player of all skill levels a challenge
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Play as one of six different types of mages, each with unique spells and strategies

Pit yourself against players from around the world in multi-player play

Build your character's spells and abilities over time in the extensive campaign
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I liked Unhack so I was eager to try this title too. Bermuda uses same formula, visual novel mixed with minigames. Stealth
puzzles are not hard, which I think is great. They are a fine addition to usual VN reading (or listening - all dialogues are voiced)
experience, but do not frustrate players who simply want to enjoy the story. Characters are well developed although the story
sometimes felt a bit rushed. Again I liked the art design. I'm not sure if I can pinpoint why I like Bermuda's graphics so much,
but the clean design with minimalistic color palette and heavy use of blue together with black backgrounds is somehow just so
relaxing to watch. Even if Bermuda is a short VN, it takes about an hour and a half to see the ending, it is more than worth your
money. I can easily recommend it and can't wait to see what will InvertMouse bring next.. I love this game. Got the demo first
and was hooked. One of best games for my vive.. Unforgiving Trials is a fun little old school RPG. The story is fairly simple,
you recruit your fighters in an inn and march across the world to rid the land of corruption and evil. While the game is a bit
linear, it offers a lot of choice in designing your party which I liked a lot. Some of the boss encounters might seem a bit difficult
at first but if you make a strong team and prepare properly, you shouldn't have too much trouble. Also, dog and chicken are
hilarious. Overall, I consider this game a good purchase, especially for such a low price.. Great game if you have loads of time
and want a good story.
The water colour style portrays the gamebook style well, with a good voice over reminding me of early 40-60 sci-fi narration.
The decisions on offer do not have always have obvious outcomes were the theme is exploring an alien ship it is very fitting that
you at times have some pure guess work based on loose clues.
The big BUT: the action parts of the game if it wasn't for the amount of time and button clicks it takes to just move around
would be a non talking point letting the gamebook gameplay shine, but it is so slow and messes so badly with the pacing of the
game if you can only pick a few games to fill a small amount of time you get them give this game a wide birth. Plus the storyline
is not really simple enough to fit into a pick up and put down style, which for me is a plus but again for people with busier
schedule would be a negative.

Full review\/gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/9qmtk0g1KZM. *Edit: August 31st 2017
So it finally happened! The game has been completed! While it's just two more levels that are similar to the original one, they
are well designed, the difficulty is increased and they each have surprises. The graphics have also been improved. Either way,
this game was worth the asking price when it was released last year, so now it's just that much of a better deal.

*Edit: June 11th 2017
While most bad reviews state that this game has been abandoned, that's not been proven yet. It's just taking the devs a VERY
long time to update. The 1st major update is due this month (which will probably actually be a few months from now :P) and I
am very excited to play it. Either way, even if the game wasn't updated, it's STILL worth the asking price in its current state. I
know there are many games in this genre for VR, but when the presentation and game mechanics are as good as this game's, it
needs to be aknowledged. Sadly, this remains one of the most underrated VR games.

*Original review
Unfortunately, just like Space Pirate Trainer, this is much more of a demo right now, than a full game. However, and much
more importantly, this is the most fun I've had with the Vive since Space Pirate Trainer! To top it off, the visuals and audio are
technically and artistically astonishing! I follow VR news daily and I'm shocked that I haven't seen any articles about this game
yet. BUY IT NOW!. Buy it - Barky alone is already well worth the price!

And actually it is a very good offer if you consider that 3.500 Gems = 35$ and 5 Legendary Loot cases = 25$ alone.

And you get Barky!!! I mean look in his eyes and say that you don't want him... Nobody in his right mind would be able to do
that!. Easily one of the best Tower defence games there is (and theres a shameful lack of good tower defence games)

If u like TD games this is simply a must have. This is a good game for when you want something relaxing that doesn't require
too much thinking. It's just walking and listening to a story that is interesting enough. Also easy 100% achievements.

Edit:
I played earlier games from the same developer and this one is definitely an improvement compared to those. This is longer, has
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a proper story, the voiceover is done by a native speaker, and there are subtitles.. game full with bugs.10x for nothing !
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Pretty standard tower defense game, well worth the price I bought it for (on sale around $2.75). The kind of game I expect to
get about 3-5 hours of enjoymnent out of, and then I'll move on.. This is definitely worth the wait. And for the first time PA
give us a direct port on PC, it goes extremely well. My PC meets the minimum spec only and it still runs smooth on Medium
with no crash or game breaking bug occurs.
The game returns to the old freedom of flight we had in the old Trilogy, no on-rail stuff, and with more challenges provided.
The story may be a let down for some but personally it attracts me enough.
 It's been 12 years since we had a proper Ace Combat game and it delivers. I love every second of it, and I want more!

It'a a 10/10 for me. Would crash like a drooling idiot again.. For what it costs to but this add on, it's just not worth, not adding it
to your collection. If you've not bought any DLC, for this game, I would advise this as a taster, as it will not cost you a lot. Still
use this Class47 and rolling stock, regular on Paddington Route, and south East.

It's worth the purchase just to try, and see if you want extra DLC.... As someone who has been using mainly an xbox (360 or
one) gamepad for so long this did take me some time to get used to. I finally feel comfortable with it after 2 years or so of
owning it. best advice is to just get tons of practise and find whats right for you. Everyones milage will vary since its so much
different than any other controller out there.. pls i love this game pls come. Terrible plus after doors have closed it still looks
like they are open.
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